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Congratulations to our author, Paul R. Milgrom
for being jointly awarded the 2020 Sveriges
Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in
Memory of Alfred Nobel!
Paul R. Milgrom

https://www.worldscientific.com/do/10.1142/news20201013.373456/full/

Look Out for Standing Tall: The Goh Chok Tong Years,
the biography of Singapore’s Second Prime Minister! Coming April 2021!

S

ome did not expect him to last long as Prime Minister. Few
predicted he would succeed in the footsteps of Lee Kuan
Yew. When Goh Chok Tong took over as the second Prime
Minister of Singapore in 1990, many — from within and without
the country — wondered aloud if the young country would
survive Lee Kuan Yew.

The unchartered post-Cold War world which Goh stepped into
posed challenges to the new leader, yet he not only cemented
but also expanded Singapore's global space and stature. Along
the way, he overcame hurdles from Bill Clinton's administration,
exchanged quips with Nelson Mandela, and even saved Li Peng
from a possibly severe heart attack.

But Goh would confound the naysayers, leading Singapore for
14 years through recessions, terrorist attacks, electoral setbacks
and even a mysterious virus. Standing Tall captures the
transformation of a political leader, evolving from a Prime
Minister with a touch of naivety to a hard-nosed strategist. He
would introduce some of the country's most controversial
policies, including the foreign talent scheme and formula for
ministerial salaries, while advancing a kinder and gentler
Singapore with the likes of MediFund and Edusave.

This sequel is written by author and journalist Peh Shing Huei,
who also penned Tall Order: The Goh Chok Tong Story, Volume
1. Through interviews and access to People's Action Party
documents and Goh's notes, this authorised biography uncovers
rare insights into Singapore politics. Standing Tall tells the untold
story of the Goh Chok Tong years, as he continues with
Singapore's transformation into a global city.

Singapore looks forward to deepening
ties with India: Prime Minister Lee

S

ingapore looks forward to working closely with India at the bilateral and India-ASEAN
levels. “As Singapore commences our term as coordinator of ASEAN-India dialogue
relations next year, we look forward to deepening the partnership between ASEAN and
India.”
Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong made these comments during the launch of the
publication, India on Our Minds, at the University Cultural Centre at the National
University of Singapore on 7 December 2020.
“Prime Minister Modi’s ‘Act East’ policy expresses his intention to unlock India’s full
potential through greater openness and integration with the region ... We held the ASEANIndia Commemorative Summit, and adopted the Delhi Declaration”, said Mr Lee.
https://www.worldscientific.com/do/10.1142/news20201208.641400/full/

PM Lee Hsien Loong and Prof Tommy
Koh taking a wefie with the launch poster
of ‘India on Our Minds’.

Focus on Journals
Climate Change Economics has published
a special issue for the Commemoration
of the Nobel Prize for Willam Nordhaus

C

ongratulations to Prof William D Nordhaus, Editorial Board
Member of our journal 'Climate Change Economics (CCE)',
on being awarded 'The Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic
Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel 2018', "for integrating climate
change into long-run macroeconomic analysis".
In celebration of this momentous achievement, World Scientific is
pleased to grant free access** to Professor Nordhaus's article, "The
Economics of Hurricanes and Implications of Global Warming",
published in Climate Change Economics. Please see a brief abstract
of the article below:
This study examines the economic impacts of US hurricanes. The
major conclusions are the following: First, there are substantial

vulnerabilities to intense hurricanes in the Atlantic coastal United
States. Second, greenhouse warming is likely to lead to stronger
hurricanes, but the evidence on hurricane frequency is unclear.
Third, 2005 appears to have been a quadruple hurricane outlier,
involving a record number of North Atlantic tropical cyclones,
a large fraction of intense storms, a large fraction of the intense
storms making landfall in the United States, and an intense storm
hitting the most vulnerable high-value region in the country.
Read the full article in Climate Change Economics Volume 11,
Issue 04 (Nov 2020) or at
https://www.worldscientific.com/doi/10.1142/
S2010007810000054

CLIMATE CHANGE ECONOMICS
Volume 11, Issue 04 (November 2020)
Special Issue: Commemoration of Nobel Prize for William
Nordhaus
Co-Editor: Robert Mendelsohn
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New and Forthcoming Titles
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Has Asia Lost It? Dynamic Past, Turbulent Future
By Vasuki Shastry (Chatham House, UK)

A

sia has been the greatest show on earth since Japan's rise from
the ashes of World War II, accompanied in successive decades
by the emergence of the Asian tigers, and eventually the two giants
China and India. The Asian miracle has few precedents in the
modern era, with billions lifted from poverty in a generation. The
region's openness to trade and investment aligned perfectly with
the tailwinds of globalization.
However, in recent years Asia has become a victim of its own
success with commentators not differentiating between a utopian
high-income Asia and a dystopian middle- and low-income Asia,
where a significant majority of the region's population live. Asia
today can be divided into countries which have a lot, have a little,
and have none. The continent's dream run is also coming to an
end as Covid-19 exposes sharp weaknesses in state capacity and
structural challenges like the U.S.-China trade war is putting
globalization into reverse gear, jeopardizing the region's hardearned economic success.
Asia's growth-obsessed policymakers have also ignored social
pressures from the impact of technology on jobs, rising inequality,

fabulous wealth accumulation by a
favored billionaire class, a deepening
demographic divide, climate distress,
and gender disparity, which threaten
to destabilize the region's famed
cohesiveness. This penetrating new
book argues that while Asia's
reckoning may have been the subject
of speculation before the pandemic,
Covid-19 has made that inevitable.
Inspired by Dante's Inferno, Shastry
takes readers on a journey through
modern Asia's eight circles of hell.
Shastry challenges conventional thinking about Asia's place in the
world and the book is essential reading for those with an interest in
the continent's future.
Reserve your copy at https://www.worldscientific.com/
worldscibooks/10.1142/12044

Anti-American Terrorism: From Eisenhower to Trump —
A Chronicle of the Threat and Response
Volume I — The Eisenhower through Carter Administrations
https://www.worldscientific.com/worldscibooks/10.1142/p1058

Volume II — The Reagan and George H W Bush Administrations
https://www.worldscientific.com/worldscibooks/10.1142/q0235
by Dennis A Pluchinsky
"This is a treat for researchers, an invaluable guide for both the writers and readers of
'current history', and a deep well of data for the law enforcement and security studies
communities. These books hold a superbly-crafted account of a long national drama …
This author imports fresh perspectives and is at times daring, or critical. Few of the new
terrorism books are this worthy, and even fewer will hold such strong value in five years
or twenty-five."
Christopher C Harmon
Author, Terrorism Today (2000; 2007), Bren Chair, Marine Corps University

China versus the US
Who Will Prevail?
By Alfredo Toro Hardy (Venezuelan Scholar and Diplomat)
https://www.worldscientific.com/worldscibooks/10.1142/11776
"Alfredo Toro Hardy argues that the current confrontation between the two behemoth forces us to ask
ourselves whether China challenged the US too hard and too soon, but also whether Washington can
still contain China's ascendancy. This book offers a methodological approach to answer these questions,
by carefully analysing each country's strengths."
Nicolas Michelon
Chief Editor of Asia Power Watch

News
World Scientific and Zall Foundation Co-Publish and Donate
Volumes on Building & Operating COVID-19 Hospitals

W

orld Scientific and Wuhan-based Zall Foundation have copublished two volumes on first-hand Chinese experience
in the construction and operation of emergency hospitals during
the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak. To contribute to the prevention
and control of COVID-19, Zall Foundation and World Scientific
will donate 4,000 copies of Emergency Hospitals for COVID-19:
Construction and Operation Manual and Fangcang Shelter
Hospitals for COVID-19: Construction and Operation Manual to
infectious diseases hospitals, ministries of health, medical research
institutes and libraries in over 50 countries and regions. From 8
June 2020, World Scientific has also provided free access to the
e-books for the reading public.

Among other contributions, Zall Foundation provided materials
to renovate existing hospitals in the bid to turn them into
emergency hospitals specialising in the treatment of suspected
and confirmed COVID-19 patients; converted public venues into
Fangcang Shelter Hospitals to treat patients with mild to moderate
symptoms of COVID-19; and offered logistical support to
guarantee the smooth operation of these hospitals.
"World Scientific is honoured to be able to continue to
contribute to the fight against COVID-19. We hope our donation
and distribution of these two titles will help communities all over
the world amidst these extraordinary times," said Mr Max Phua,
Managing Director, World Scientific.

WEP receives acceptance into SSCI and SCIE

W

e are pleased to announce that our journal Water Economics and Policy
(WEP) is now indexed and abstracted in SSCI and SCIE, with coverage
from Volume 4 (2018) onwards.
Water resources management and other water-related decisions and policies are
frequently guided by economic dimensions. Economic considerations, including
efficiency, equity, production, allocation, and pollution, have expanded as water
resources have become scarcer both in terms of quantity and quality. While economic
analyses applied to the water sector are useful and educational, their policy implications
are less obvious for guiding policymakers. Water Economics and Policy (WEP) will
address the economic-policy interaction by publishing highly technical water
economics research with clear relevance for policy. WEP will aim to target a wide
range of economic questions at local, regional, national and international levels. It
will accommodate work that is focused on specific sectors (such as urban, hydropower,
irrigation, and environment) as well as work that is inter-sectoral in nature.

